Consultancy
on Demand
How can I use
my CoD hours?

Consultancy on Demand (CoD) is designed specifically for customers
who need varying levels of support and consultancy. This highly
flexible service allows you to purchase a block of hours to be used
as and when needed.

Clients can use CoD hours on any of the following:
Database Version Upgrades

When it’s time to upgrade, we can help you plan and implement the
process, so it goes quickly and smoothly.

DevOps for Data

Accelerate innovation, reduce costs and increase quality. Extend
traditional DevOps projects to ensure data requirements are met.

Security Review

We can safeguard your databases to reduce the risk of ransomware
attacks, malware and data breaches from cybercriminals who exploit
weaknesses in software.

DataOps

We’ll help get your data under control so you can start using it to
generate real value in every area of your business.

Consultancy

From senior project management, technical planning and technical
architecture to performance tuning and systems programming.

DB2 Housekeeping and Recovery Review

We’ll evaluate your database usage, data recovery capabilities and
security, compare them against industry best practice and highlight
potential areas of concern.

New DB2 features

Not sure which new DB2 features will benefit your business, or what
to prioritise? We’ll provide an overview of new features and help you
implement them.

Technical Briefing Sessions and Education

Hands-on client technical workshops and training sessions on the topic
of your choice. Empower your team with the information management
skills they need to best accomplish their daily tasks.

DB2 Support

We offer top DB2 skills – even in older, no longer supported versions.
Use CoD as an ‘insurance policy’ for end of support versions of DB2.

Performance Tuning and Scalability

Ensure your critical systems are performing at their best. We’ll reduce
response times and resource usage whilst ensuring your infrastructure
and processes are robust enough to handle workload spikes.

Database Design

Bespoke database design to increase performance and reduce cost
whilst driving business efficiency.

Resourcing

Finding it a challenge to identify, recruit and retain experienced skilled
DBAs? Fill the gaps in your team or get cover for short-term projects.

Triton Consulting

Consultancy on Demand

About Triton

Triton Consulting are experts in Hybrid Data Management and Digital
Transformation. The company’s team of consultants represent some
of the most highly experienced and qualified in the industry, and are
able to advise on a range of Data Management solutions from IBM
and the major cloud vendors.
Triton are internationally recognised for their expertise and can
boast five IBM Gold Consultants and six IBM Champions for Data
and AI, with consultants certified on AWS, Azure, GCP and IBM cloud
platforms. Triton Consulting has been providing consultancy services
for over 25 years.
As well as expert consultancy in all areas of data management, Triton
Consulting also cover a wider spectrum of high-level consultancy
including senior project management, technical planning, technical
architecture, performance tuning and systems programming.
Find out more about Triton www.triton.co.uk
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